MOONLIGHT

PERSONALIZE YOUR POOL

PUT THE POWER OF COLOUR TO WORK
WITH SPECTRAVISION®

Imagine, immersing yourself in the rich, deep
and glowing colours of a SPECTRAVISION®
lighted pool.
SPECTRAVISION® transforms any pool into a night time
oasis of glowing colourful warmth by combining the vibrance
and brilliance of LED with the soothing effects of colour.
The SPECTRAVISION MOONLIGHT can also give bright white light.
You control the mood with a simple push on a button. Create an
environment of tranquillity, a romantic get away or a fun family
entertainment centre all with the SPECTRAVISION lighting system.

Personalize your pool !
The new SPECTRAVISION Moonlight is very thin and does not need
a niche.
It can be mounted in a standard wall conduit or on any thin wall
pool like wooden, metal or polyester pools.

SPECTRAVISION MOONLIGHT
CHANGING COLOURS FOR YOUR SWIMMING POOL

The right atmosphere for any occasion
Spectravision MOONLIGHT lamps contain LEDs that come in three colours: red, green and
blue. They allow you to create numerous colour combinations and unique atmospheres in
your swimming pool. You can choose from an impressive total of 16 colour modes! Because a
birthday party for the kids requires another atmosphere than a romantic evening tête-à-tête.
STYLISH COLOURS
Do you want to keep it simple ?
In that case, light up your pool with only one colour: white, green, blue or red or go for a
warm mixed colour: light blue, yellow or purple.

PLEASANT ANIMATIONS
Would you rather go for something more atmospheric ?
Let you gently drift away on the water, while enjoying fascinating plays of light and
colour. You can choose between:
he red/blue evening light of Evening sea
mysterious, red/green shine of Evening River
resistible green/blue tints of Riviera
 tounding blue/red/green play of light of Rainbow
red/blue/green/purple wealth of colours of Four Seasons
comprehensive riot of colours of River of colours.

PLAYFUL, RHYTHMIC PLAY OF LIGHTS
And since we all love to get a little wild from time to time :
 explosive water fun guaranteed with the rhythmic and swirling colours of Disco.
go wild in the “swinging swimming pool”, thanks to Party!
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Spectravision 400

35W

324 LED’s

627 lm

PLS400

Spectravision 700

50W

531 LED’s

1028 lm

PLS700

Remote for Spectravision

PLREM

Remote trafo for Spectravision

PLREM200

Features
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White 400

35W

324 LED’s

1766 lm

PLW400

White 700

50W

531 LED’s

2921 lm

PLW700

Features
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